Yellow Stone or -Gold? I

I APPERCEPTION
..

the winds and storms and frosts and running
water finally wear down the loftiest of mountains.

knowledge of ·its use as money and in the arts.
He will _not only pick up the nugget, but will do
so eagerly. A great number of ideas will surge
into his mind, and it may be some time before he
will .think of anything except his discovery
and
•
its significance. Moreover, his actions will be
very extensively modified by the experience. If

The highest peaks are fonnfl in the Black Mountains
of North Carolina, the loftiest of which, Mount Mitchell,
reaches an altitude of 6.• 711 f eet. In the north Mount
Washington, in the Whlte Mountains of New Hampshlre,
i':l the topmost peak, rising to ·a height of 6~293 feet.
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The gorgeous panorama of the Appalachian Mountains, showing the noble peak of Mount Washington, which rises to
a height of 6,293 feet.
•

he happens to be a miner, he may perceive in the
ing a stream sees what looks li~e a dull ye~ow nugget the suggestion of a rich deposit of gold in
stone. It does not differ much from the other the neighbourhood, and the current of his life
stones surrounding it, and if the observer does may be turned by its discovery. This is a fine
not know enough about that sort of an object to example of apperception where, according to the
make it more interesting to him than its neigh- German philosopher Herbart (1776-1 841), old
bours, it will not arrest his attention. He has experiences assimilate and give niem9ry 'to new
only perceived it. Suppose, however, that the experiences or perceptions. · This assimilating
observer is a savage who has noticed.such stones power of the mind is called apperception.·
before, and that they are unusually heavy and
The active force in apperception is, with H ertherefore valuable as missiles. Such a person hart, experience itself, ·and not, as with Kant,
would get from seeing the stone a number of sug- ~ mind that is thought to organize experiences
gestions connecteq. with warfare or the hunting which are themselves passive.
of wild animals, and be.sufficient]y interested to
The consequences to education of this view of
pick it up and carry it away. This observer has Herbart are very important, especially to the
gone a st.ep farther and related what he sees to teacher or parent. For the successful appercepwhat he has seen and knows. H~ _p.as apper- tion of a new object depends up<?n two things:
ceived.
· ·
·First; whether the learner already possesses any
But if a civilized man perceives that the object experience with which to interpret it ; and
is not an ordinary stone, but a nugget of gold, second, · whether the new perception comes in
his interest will become intense; ·because of his such a way that it calls up this interpreting
APPERCEP'TION. Suppose a person in cross-
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